Reply to UNIBEN babes and demons, She narrates her ordeal.

DEMONS AND GIRLS

(UNIBEN AS A CASE STUDY)
My name is you don’t really need, and this is real because I saw it with my own two eyes and
I was not hallucinating,trust me!
On that fateful day, I was so stressed during the day, running from class to class, pursuing
my course advisor as though he was the ultimate being, up to no avail, my day turned out
stressful with little or no results, I returned back at 6pm my hostel, hall 2, block c. I dumped
myself on my bed ‘like say tomorrow no dey’ and I slept oﬀ.
By the time I opened my eyes, everywhere was so dark that I thought I was somewhere else
entirely but it dawned on me that it was the period of light out 2AM,I was so pressed in my
sleep, I have been suppressing it so bad, not until drops threatened to toss me out to shame.
I actually had been dreaming I was in the bathroom. I took my very bright lamp and I was
heading down to the toilet like say I no dey fear!
A girl entered the bathroom, she was wearing a wrapper across her bust, my lamp was very
bright and full, I was waiting for her to come out of the bathroom but instead of a human
being, a black cat scurried past, had obviously replaced the young lady, that was actually still
in doubt in my mind, didn’t dawn on me until I went into the bathroom, I summoned up
courage to shine my light in the bathroom to check if the girl was there and there was no
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trace of human, I just walked backward to my room because the pee had found it’s square
root.

Editor’s note : Heaven knows I can’t shout, an article is enough for the wise, two is
excessive. Take heed, in UNIBEN, thread right, thread smart.
*Names withdrawn for cogent reasons.
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